Donald J. Trump on Twitter: "Gregg Jarrett: “Mueller’s prosecutors knew the “Dossier” was the product of bias and deception.” It was a Fake, just like so much news coverage in our Country. Nothing but a Witch Hunt, from beginning to end!"
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Asктаrtиєl @Astartiel · 17 Jan 2019

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

Not one bit of the Steele Dossier, aka the Pee-pee Tape Dossier, has been found to be fake. Quite the opposite actually.

Any words on what beans Michael Cohen has been spilling?

Asктаrtиєl @Astartiel · 17 Jan 2019

If only those 30k trolls and bots liking Trump's tweets could read the latest news.

The shoes are dropping off this human centipede multiple times a day!

"Michael Cohen paid to rig polls for Trump in 2015, according to WSJ"